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Study on potato consumption will increase confusion regarding food and the risk of gestational diabetes
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Using data from the Nurses’ Health Study II, Bao and colleagues found a higher prevalence of gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) with increasing potato consumption. The authors stated that the high glycaemic index of potatoes, which causes a sharp postprandial rise in blood glucose concentrations and a risk of associated pancreatic β cells exhaustion, could explain this association.

However, use of the glycaemic index has methodological limitations. Dodd and colleagues found that the glycaemic index of a meal is overestimated by 22-50% when a formula is used rather than direct measurement. This overestimation was unpredictable and food-dependent—for example, it was greater for spaghetti than for potato. Glycaemic index therefore has low reproducibility, because potatoes are almost always consumed during meals.

It is not clear how Bao and colleagues calculated glycaemic index and glycaemic load—there is no information in the method section. It is also not clear why they chose to test this glycaemic index hypothesis. The glycaemic index of potatoes ranges from 60 to 120, depending of the cooking method and the type of potato consumed. It would have been easier to use a more homogenous food group, such as breakfast cereals, which have a glycaemic index of 100-120.

Bao and colleagues found that the adjusted relative risk for GDM associated with high consumption of baked, boiled, or mashed potatoes before pregnancy was 1.52 (95% CI 1.11 to 2.07), and for French fries 1.18 (0.91 to 1.53). This discrepancy is difficult to explain using the glycaemic index theory, because the glycaemic index of French fries is higher than that of baked, boiled, or mashed potatoes.

As the authors pointed out, women with higher potato consumption had a higher prevalence of smoking, adiposity, and family history of diabetes, and they were less physically active. They also had a lower score for the Alternate Healthy Eating Index 2010, indicating a less healthy dietary pattern. Mean (SD) BMI for low and high pre-pregnancy potato consumers were 22.9 (4.0) kg/m² and 24.2 (4.8) kg/m². The mean energy intake was 2049 kcal/day versus 2249 kcal/day (1 kcal = 4.18 kJ), respectively. Unfortunately, there was no information about added sugar consumption across the potato consumption groups.

The authors observed a clustering of unhealthy behaviours associated with high potato consumption. Clustering makes it difficult to single out specific contributions because even after adjustment residual confounding may remain, owing to inaccurate measurements of variables, and even after hypothetical perfect measurement, the risk of multicollinearity is likely to threaten the correct interpretation of multivariate models.

In conclusion, we believe that this reductionist approach will add to the confusion regarding food and GDM. Moreover, this approach will create inappropriate nutritional certitudes by exaggerating the food scientists’ knowledge about the association between specific foods and health. Fetishing foods on the basis of nutrient composition shifts the focus to details and ignores the essentials of staying healthy—a plant based dietary pattern, not smoking, maintaining a healthy weight, and physical activity.
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